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ADVANCED PLACEMENT BIOLOGY SYLLABUS 2021-2022
Balancing Breadth of Content with Depth of Understanding;
Focusing on Enduring, Conceptual Ideas Using Supporting Knowledge by:
Developing Advanced Inquiry and Reasoning Skills through
Science Practices…
PHILOSOPHY:
Biology is the gateway to the world… Through our desire to understand life on this planet we
have delved into all aspects, physical and metaphysical, of our universe. It is my belief that
human kind’s quest to discern our place in the cosmos began with a comparison of ourselves to
others. From the moments we attained self-consciousness, we were aware of the differences and
eventually the similarities we had with other creatures on Earth. Our curiosities grew as our
knowledge and technologies expanded the horizons. We at first thought of ourselves as unique,
sitting on top of the highest mountain and looking down at all the other life forms in the valley
below. We no longer have that centric view, realizing that all organisms on this sphere reside on
the same plain. Scientists, great and small, past and present, well known and hardly heard of,
have helped us get to where we are now, with an enlightened vantage point. From here, and with
the science of Biology, we can take what we know and look even deeper into our pasts to guide
us even farther into our futures.

INTRODUCTION:
“Given the speed with which scientific discoveries and research continuously expand
scientific knowledge, many educators are faced with the challenge of balancing breadth of
content coverage with depth of understanding. This revised Advanced Placement (AP) Biology
course addresses this challenge by shifting from a traditional “content coverage” model of
instruction to one that focuses on enduring, conceptual understandings and the content that
supports them. This approach will enable students to spend less time on factual recall and more
time on inquiry-based learning of essential concepts, and will help them develop the reasoning
skills necessary to engage in the science practices used throughout their study of AP Biology. To
foster this deeper level of learning, the breadth of content coverage in AP Biology is defined in a
way that distinguishes content essential to support the enduring understandings from the many
examples or applications that can overburden the course. Illustrative examples are provided that
offer teachers a variety of optional instructional contexts to help their students achieve deeper
understanding. Additionally, content that is outside the scope of the course and exam is also
identified. Students who take an AP Biology course designed using this curriculum framework as
its foundation will also develop advanced inquiry and reasoning skills, such as designing a plan
for collecting data, analyzing data, applying mathematical routines, and connecting concepts in
and across domains. The result will be readiness for the study of advanced topics in subsequent
college courses — a goal of every AP course. The revised AP Biology course is equivalent to a
two-semester college introductory biology course and has been endorsed enthusiastically by
higher education officials.” (1)
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COURSE OVERVIEW:
AP Biology is a rigorous course only offered to hard working, high achieving students who
meet the qualifications for enrollment. These standards are set by the School Administration and
the Science Department. The course is open to students who meet the following prerequisites:
“B” or better in Honors Physics, Honors Chemistry, & Honors Biology; or an “A” in Physics CP,
Chemistry CP, & Biology CP; a 50 or better on the PSAT; and a recommendation by the
previous science teacher and the Science Department Chairperson.
AP Biology differs from other high school courses in the range and detail of topics covered,
the kind of laboratory work done by students, and the time and effort required of students. The
course is a direct parallel to Freshman Biology courses being offered at many colleges, and
therefore maintains quite stringent academic guidelines. The class meets three out of the four
days, between lecture and the laboratory, according to the block schedule. Students are also
advised that, for every hour they spend in school, they should be setting aside one to two hours at
home for course work. This is similar to, but not quite, the two to three hours recommended for
every hour of class while in college.
In this AP Biology course, there are effectively over one hundred and fifty school days
from the start of the school year up until the AP Biology Exam, to work with the students. Not
included in this total is the time spent completing their summer assignments. These are given to
all students, who have qualified and enrolled in the course, at the end of the previous school year.
Students are also made aware that assignments are given over the breaks during the school year.
This allows the instructor to have ample time to fully cover and prepare the students on contents
and applications, inquiry and science practices, and concepts and connections from the AP
Biology curriculum. Students will have many opportunities during the course of the year to
nurture and develop their understanding of the topics covered in AP Biology. Plenty of
opportunities will be made available throughout the year for extra help. These include time
before and after school in preparation of this exam, both on the material being learned and test
taking strategies.
All students taking AP Biology are required to have, and to keep available, a copy of this
course syllabus with them for reference. The assignments listed herein are each student’s
responsibility. On occasion, there will be adjustments and/or corrections made to the syllabus.
All dates, lecture topics, readings, labs, assignments, & exams are subject to change. Yet, only in
those cases will there be deviation from the following: a summer assignment* due the first day
of the school year, a timely adherence to the course schedule, and work on independent
assignments, which may be done at the student’s leisure, though completed by the set date.
“The key concepts and related content that define the revised AP Biology course and exam
are organized around a few underlying principles called the Big Ideas, which encompass the
core scientific principles, theories and processes governing living organisms and biological
systems. For each of the big ideas, enduring understandings, which incorporate the core concepts
that students should retain from the learning experience, are also identified.” (1)
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CONCEPT OUTLINE: BIG IDEAS [CR2]
BI1: The process of evolution drives the diversity and unity of life.
“Evolution is a change in the genetic makeup of a population over time, with natural selection
its major driving mechanism. Darwin’s theory, which is supported by evidence from many
scientific disciplines, states that inheritable variations occur in individuals in a population. Due
to competition for limited resources, individuals with more favorable variations or phenotypes
are more likely to survive and produce more offspring, thus passing traits to future generations.”
(1)

BI2: Biological systems utilize free energy and molecular building blocks to
grow, to reproduce and to maintain dynamic homeostasis.
“Living systems require free energy and matter to maintain order, grow and reproduce.
Organisms employ various strategies to capture, use and store free energy and other vital
resources. Energy deficiencies are not only detrimental to individual organisms; they also can
cause disruptions at the population and ecosystem levels.” (1)

BI3: Living systems store, retrieve, transmit and respond to information
essential to life processes.
“Genetic information provides for continuity of life and, in most cases, this information is
passed from parent to offspring via DNA. The double-stranded structure of DNA provides a
simple and elegant solution for the transmission of heritable information to the next generation;
by using each strand as a template, existing information can be preserved and duplicated with
high fidelity within the replication process. However, the process of replication is imperfect, and
errors occur through chemical instability and environmental impacts. Random changes in DNA
nucleotide sequences lead to heritable mutations if they are not repaired. To protect against
changes in the original sequence, cells have multiple mechanisms to correct errors. Despite the
action of repair enzymes, some mutations are not corrected and are passed to subsequent
generations. Changes in a nucleotide sequence, if present in a protein-coding region, can change
the amino acid sequence of the polypeptide. In other cases, mutations can alter levels of gene
expression or simply be silent. In order for information in DNA to direct cellular processes,
information must be transcribed (DNA→RNA) and, in many cases, translated (RNA→protein).
The products of transcription and translation play an important role in determining metabolism,
i.e., cellular activities and phenotypes. Biotechnology makes it possible to directly engineer
heritable changes in cells to yield novel protein products.” (1)

BI4: Biological systems interact, and these systems and their interactions
possess complex properties.
“All biological systems are composed of parts that interact with each other. These interactions
result in characteristics not found in the individual parts alone. In other words, “the whole is
greater than the sum of its parts.” All biological systems from the molecular level to the
ecosystem level exhibit properties of bio-complexity and diversity. Together, these two
properties provide robustness to biological systems, enabling greater resiliency and flexibility to
tolerate and respond to changes in the environment. Biological systems with greater complexity
and diversity often exhibit an increased capacity to respond to changes in the environment.” (1)
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SCIENCE PRACTICES: [CR6]
“The revised Advanced Placement Biology course shifts from a traditional teacher-directed
“content coverage” model of instruction to one that focuses on helping students gain enduring
understandings of biological concepts and the scientific evidence that supports them. This
approach enables students to spend more time understanding biological concepts while
developing reasoning skills essential to the science practices used throughout their study of
biology. A practice is a way to coordinate knowledge and skills in order to accomplish a goal or
task. The science practices, as noted in the AP Biology Curriculum Framework, enable students
to establish lines of evidence, and use them to develop and refine testable explanations and
predictions of natural phenomena. Because content, inquiry, and reasoning are equally important
in AP Biology, each learning objective combines content with inquiry and reasoning skills
described in the science practices.” (1)

SP1: The student can use representations and models to communicate
scientific phenomena and solve scientific problems.
SP2: The student can use mathematics appropriately.
SP3: The student can engage in scientific questioning to extend thinking or to
guide investigations within the context of the AP course.
SP4: The student can plan and implement data collection strategies
appropriate to a particular scientific question.
SP5: The student can perform data analysis and evaluation of evidence.
SP6: The student can work with scientific explanations and theories.
SP7: The student is able to connect and relate knowledge across various
scales, concepts and representations in and across domains.
“In student-directed, inquiry-based laboratory investigations, students model the behavior
of scientists by discovering knowledge for themselves as they observe and explore. Beginning
with observations, students employ a variety of methods to answer questions that they have
posed. These include conducting laboratory and field investigations; manipulating software
simulations, models, and data sets; and exploring meaningful online research. By designing
experiments to test hypotheses, analyze data, and communicate results and conclusions, students
learn that a scientific method of investigation is cyclic, not linear; each observation or
experimental result raises new questions about how the world works, thus leading to open-ended
investigations. Students also appreciate that inquiry requires identification of assumptions, use of
critical and logical thinking, and consideration of alternative explanations.” (2)
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COURSE RESOURCES:
Text: Biology, 9th Edition, by Jane B. Reece, Lisa A. Urry, Michael L. Cain, et al. Pearson:
Benjamin Cummings Pub., San Francisco. ISBN number: 0-13-137504-0 [CR1]
Supplemental Text: Biology, Concepts & Connections, 5th Edition, by Neil Campbell, Jane
Reece, Martha Taylor and Eric Simon. Pearson: Benjamin Cummings Pub., San Francisco. ISBN
number: 0-13-193480-5 (BHS)
Lab Manual: Advanced Placement Biology Investigative Labs: An Inquiry-Based
Approach. The College Board, 2012, Printed in the U.S.A.
Supplemental Lab Manual: Biology in the Laboratory, 3rd Edition, by Doris Helms, Carl Helms,
Robert Kosinski and John Cummings. W. H. Freeman and Company, New York. ISBN number:
0-7167-3146-0 (BHS)
Study Guide: Study Guide for Campbell Biology, 9th Edition, by Martha R. Taylor.
Pearson: Benjamin Cummings Pub., San Francisco. ISBN number: 0-321-62992-2
Supplemental Study Guide: Student Study Guide: Biology Concepts & Connections, 3rd Edition,
by Richard Liebaert. Addison Wesley Longman, Inc., Pub., San Francisco. ISBN number: 08053-6587-7 (BHS)
Workbook: Practicing Biology: A Student Workbook, 4th Edition, by Jean Heitz & Cynthia
Giffen. Pearson: Benjamin Cummings Pub., San Francisco. ISBN number: 0-321-68328-5
Advanced Placement Biology: Equations and Formulas Handout; The College Board.

SYLLABUS REFERENCES:
(1) Advanced Placement Biology: Course and Exam Description; Effective Fall 2012. The
College Board, 2012, Printed in the U.S.A.
(2) Advanced Placement Biology Investigative Labs: An Inquiry-Based Approach; Teacher
Manual. The College Board, 2012, Printed in the U.S.A.
(3) Advanced Placement Biology: An Overview of Course Revisions. The College Board, 2012,
Printed in the U.S.A.
(4) Advanced Placement Biology: Syllabus Development Guide. The College Board, 2012,
Printed in the U.S.A.
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COURSE REQUIREMENTS:
SUMMER ASSIGNMENT*: Each student will be given a textbook at the end of June of the
previous school year. Please refer to the “Course Assignments”, chapters & correlations in the
syllabus for what is expected to be done over the summer vacation. The first day back in the fall,
the assignment is due, and will then be discussed that first week. An assessment in the form of an
exam with multiple-choice questions and an essay will soon follow, so be prepared. Keeping up
with the assignments given will guarantee your greatest chance of success in this course.
ATTENDANCE: Typically, there is a strong correlation between low attendance and low
grades. Make every effort to attend all classes. Excessive absences may affect course credit. As
per school/district policy, more than 10 absences in any semester (20 for the whole year) may
institute academic review. Students will also only be given a three-minute tardy lenience, after
which time a detention will be issued. Three detentions will initiate an office referral.
UNEXCUSED ABSENCE: Any student who misses class due to an unexcused absence for any
reason (coming late to school, being involved in school activities without a pass, cutting class,
etc.) will not be given the opportunity to make up work done during that class, lab, test or quiz.
A grade of zero will be entered for the uncompleted assignment.
LABS: There are a number of labs assigned from the “Advanced Placement Biology
Investigative Labs: An Inquiry-Based Approach” manual, and a number of supplemental labs
assigned from other sources for this course; all of which must be conducted in their entirety, and
if missed must be made up. The lab portion of the course constitutes at least 25% of the total
instructional time, is related to the learning objectives, and as such demands an equal
commitment of energy and focus. Each of these labs are student-directed investigations, are
dispersed throughout the course, and all have some written components to them. [CR7]
INDEPENDENT ASSIGNMENTS: Students must complete these requirements on their own,
preferably during down time and study hall. They are given these assignments well in advance,
and may choose to do them at their discretion, but definitely before their due date. Students will
be given the chance to “connect their biological and scientific knowledge to major ethical and
social issues” by doing quarterly reports of news-worthy significance. Their ability to show that
they are “scientifically literate citizens” will be based on review, discussion and debate of such
concerns, technological advances, and innovations as, but not limited to, human causation of
climate change, sequencing the human genome, and genetically modifying organisms. [CR5]
CHEATING/PLAGIARISM: These are both serious offenses and neither will be tolerated.
Any student caught in a questionable situation will lose credit for the assignment without
opportunity to make it up, and will be subject to academic review, with potential consequences.
COMMUNICATION: Whenever in doubt, it is always best to communicate any questions,
comments or concerns before or as a situation arises. If you know you will not be able to be in
class or personal matters preclude you from completing an assignment, let the instructor know.
Do not wait until the assignment is late to explain why it is late, it will receive deductions
regardless of the circumstances.
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COURSE ASSESSMENT:
Class work: 10% - Includes student participation, preparedness, and anything extra that the
student brings to class; especially the “Scientifically Literate Citizens” independent assignments
(see information about this above). Excessive lateness, absences, or disruptive behavior may
affect this grade. This also includes a Class Notebook: 2-3” binder which is required, must be
maintained throughout the course, and is reflective of the work being done in class, will be
checked on a regular basis, and therefore must be brought to class daily.
Home work: 10 % - Includes student assignments, such as; chapter outline summaries, chapter
study guide packets, completion of in-class unfinished work, research requested for topic
coverage, preparedness for next day’s activities, and anything else unable to be done in school.
Lab work: 25% - There are a number of mandatory labs assigned from the AP Biology Lab
curriculum, and a number of supplemental labs assigned to this course, all of which are done
throughout the year, and must be conducted and completed in a timely manner. This includes a
Lab Notebook: 2-3” binder which is required, must be maintained throughout the course, and is
reflective of the work being done in lab, documenting everything done individually and/or in
group, will be checked on a regular basis, and therefore must be kept in class daily. [CR8]
Quizzes: 10% - There will be a variable number and type of quizzes dispersed throughout the
course of the year, dependent on a range of factors; including time and necessity.
Tests: 20% - There will be a fixed number of tests during the course of the year; refer to the
course schedule for approximate dates and content/labs covered.
Essays: 10% - Essays are given throughout, related to the topic being covered at the time, often
at the same time as a test, but not necessarily so.
Projects: 15% - Include one year-long project working in the class-room with animals, and one
semester-long project working in the greenhouse with plants; done in groups, though with yearend individual presentations for the projects (details to follow). This also requires maintaining a
Project Journal (provided): to make entries, record data and have available for the group
partner(s) and/or the instructor to see at any time. (BHS)
Semester Exams: Will be given at the end of each semester and will be cumulative for that
semester’s course content. These are exclusive of and in addition to the AP Biology Exam.
AP Bio Exam: Further details about the date, time and location can be found either in the course
calendar or will be announced when made available. Questions and concerns about taking this
exam, or paying for it if unable to, should be made well in advance of this date.
Extra-credit is NOT given. There is enough coursework given to fairly asses a student’s grade
without the need for any additional work.
Grading Scale: Is consistent with school/district parameters (see handbook for details).
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Grading Deductions: Exams must be taken, labs must be attended, and assignments must be
submitted when scheduled or due. There will be a 10% deduction per day late, up until a 50%
reduction, after which the grade entered will be a zero. This holds true under any circumstances
where the exam, lab or assignment was prearranged, whether the student was present or not, with no
exception. All students must be in contact with either the instructor or another student when not in
attendance for any reason. Each student is responsible for getting and knowing what is required of
them and when it is due. In an emergency, student contact by e-mail, telephone or fax is acceptable.
Otherwise, only prior permission having been granted or documented excuse from a doctor or other
professional will negate any deductions.

COURSE RESPONSIBILITIES:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students are responsible for keeping this syllabus in their class notebook, and being
aware of all assignments, due dates and other matters of concern for this course.
Students can also access this syllabus on the instructor’s school website, the course’s
Google website, or by asking for an e-mailed copy from the instructor.
Students should direct any questions, comments or concerns personally to the instructor
about any issues or clarifications of the assignments or due dates as soon as possible.
Students are required to read and outline the highlighted chapters/sections as listed in
the course schedule, before the lectures pertaining to those chapters are given.
Students are required to complete the chapter study guides after the content has been
gone over in class, and be prepared to go over the answers in review for the exams.
Students should use the additional chapters/sections listed as reference and/or in support
of furthering their understanding of the topics/content being discussed.
Students should also use the supplemental resources, in-class textbooks, library media
center, reliable on-line resources, journals and newspapers to help facilitate learning.
Students are responsible for reading and being prepared for all labs, having asked for
clarifications beforehand and attentive to proper lab attire.
Students are required to choose alternating lab partners, so as to work with a different
person for each of the subsequent labs.
Students will have the same project partners, to be determined at the beginning of the
year, for both their year-long and semester-long projects.
Students will have the opportunity at the beginning of each project to pick the animal(s)
or plant(s), on an alternating basis, their group will be working with for the assignment.
Students will be presenting individually, on either the animals or plants, which they and
their group worked with throughout their projects.
Students will choose their independent assignments on a first come, first serve basis by
listing their choice of topic with the instructor.
Students will review, discuss and debate their topics for the independent assignments
according to the same order in which they signed up for them.
Students are required to complete all components of this syllabus to achieve credit for
this course.
Students are encouraged to ask for help from the instructor, other students (both present
and past), and other valuable resources (i.e. Librarian, etc.) when needed.
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ENDURING UNDERSTANDINGS: [CR2]
As they relate to each of the big ideas, the following enduring understandings incorporate the
core concepts that students should retain from the learning experience. These aspects of the
curriculum framework will be referred to in the course assignments under the correlations
column, next to the assignments they align with.
EU1.A: Change in the genetic makeup of a population over time is evolution.
EU 1.B: Organisms are linked by lines of descent from common ancestry.
EU 1.C: Life continues to evolve within a changing environment.
EU 1.D: The origin of living systems is explained by natural processes.
EU 2.A: Growth, reproduction and maintenance of the organization of living systems require
free energy and matter.
EU 2.B: Growth, reproduction and dynamic homeostasis require that cells create and maintain
internal environments that are different from their external environments.
EU 2.C: Organisms use feedback mechanisms to regulate growth and reproduction, and to
maintain dynamic homeostasis.
EU 2.D: Growth and dynamic homeostasis of a biological system are influenced by changes in
the system’s environment.
EU 2.E: Many biological processes involved in growth, reproduction and dynamic homeostasis
include temporal regulation and coordination.
EU 3.A: Heritable information provides for continuity of life.
EU 3.B: Expression of genetic information involves cellular and molecular mechanisms.
EU 3.C: The processing of genetic information is imperfect and is a source of genetic variation.
EU 3.D: Cells communicate by generating, transmitting and receiving chemical signals.
EU 3.E: Transmission of information results in changes within and between biological systems.
EU 4.A: Interactions within biological systems lead to complex properties.
EU 4.B: Competition and cooperation are important aspects of biological systems.
EU 4.C: Naturally occurring diversity among and between components within biological
systems affects interactions with the environment.

COURSE ASSIGNMENTS: (CALENDAR SCHEDULE)
PLEASE NOTE: For the course assignment listings on the following pages;
• Text that is highlighted (regular/ italicized print) is for essential assignments and
form the basis for the fundamental concepts being discussed in lecture, investigated
in lab, and used for assessment, and must be completed in their entirety.
• Text that is not highlighted (regular print) is for supplemental and referential purposes,
relating course assignments to the big ideas, enduring understandings, and/or science
practices that are being supported by their implementation.
• Text that is not highlighted (italicized print) is for independent assignments, supplemental
readings, and/or alternate activities that will be done on an as-time-permit, as-needed,
and as-availability-of-resources allows basis.
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WEEKS

COURSE ASSIGNMENTS

Summer 2021

SUMMER ASSIGNMENT*:

CORRELATIONS

*For all assigned chapters: Read and outline (hand written) the major points of each chapter. Make
sure you put headings for each chapter and section, so you can follow along during lecture. Also, leave
enough space so you can add information, write down any questions you have, etc. At the end of each
section there are concept check questions. Please number and answer these briefly in your notes as you
go through the chapters. Attention to detail and getting an overall view of the material is sometimes hard
to accomplish at the same time. So, try to look at the chapter summaries first, read the chapter, go back
and outline the important concepts, answer the concept check questions as you do, and then look over
what you have done when completed. This will give you the best grasp of what you have covered…
(Please note: the units in this course do not directly align with the units in the textbook.)
UNIT 1

MOLECULAR ASPECTS (Chapters 1-5)…
Themes in the Study of Life (Chapter 1):
Connections across areas of Biology (1.1)
Evolution accounts for Unity & Diversity (1.2)
Studying Nature: observations & hypotheses (1.3)
Cooperative Approach & Diverse Viewpoints (1.4)
Chemical Context of Life (Chapter 2):
Matter: elements & compounds (2.1)
Properties depend on structure (2.2)
Form & function depends on bonding (2.3)
Chemical reactions make & break bonds (2.4)
Water & Life (Chapter 3):
Hydrogen bonding & water polarity (3.1)
4 Emergent properties of water for life (3.2)
Acidic & Basic conditions affect life (3.3)
Carbon & Molecular Diversity (Chapter 4):
Organic Chemistry: Study of Carbon (4.1)
Carbon bonding & molecular diversity (4.2)
Key Chemical Groups & biological functioning (4.3)

EU 2.a.3
EU 2.a.3
EU 2.a.3

EU 1.d.1, 2.a.3
EU 2.a.3

Structure & Function: Biological Molecules (Chapter 5):
Polymers: built from monomers (5.1)
EU 4.a.1, 4.c.1
Carbohydrates: fuel & building materials (5.2)
EU 4.a.1, 4.c.1
Lipids: diverse hydrophobic molecules (5.3)
EU 4.a.1, 4.c.1
Proteins: diversity of structure & function (5.4)
EU 4.a.1, 4.b.1, 4.c.1
Nucleic Acids: store, transmit & express heredity (5.5) EU 3.a.1, 4.a.1
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Summer 2021 SUMMER ASSIGNMENT (continued):
**Please make sure you have read & understand the entire content of this syllabus. Everything you
need to know about this course, should be familiar with, and therefore would not have to ask question
about are included here.
***You will be given either a plant or seeds to tend to and grow over the summer. It will be your
responsibility to maintain a healthy, developing & prosperous plant. Before the start of the coming
school year, take a picture of you next to your achievement & submit it to Google classroom.
Fall Semester 2021
Begins with…
COURSE INTRODUCTION:
1-2 weeks
Classroom policies & procedures
Laboratory safety & guidelines
Summer Assignment (Chapters 1-5):
Check for completion of assignment
Review of content
TEST #1: Chapters 1-5
ESSAY #1: Properties of Water
Year-long Project Set-up:
Choosing & planning of Biomes for vivariums, with selection of animals, &
consideration of habitats; with start of weekly Journal entries, by groups. (BHS)
ON-LINE TEXTBOOK ACCESS: will be forwarded as soon as available. Until then,
please use the provided PDF of the textbook for your assignments.
The sooner you get your summer assignment completed, the more time you will have for
yourselves. Do a thorough and thoughtful job. Put the assignment someplace where you will
remember to bring it in on the first day of school next year. Even if you are not in school on
that day, your assignment must be there. Remember, this is considered a college level course;
responsibility and accountability are a requirement not just a recommendation!
So, get the assignment done, have a great summer & I’ll see you in the fall…
Syllabus prepared by: Dr. Benjamin Wrubel; 2021
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